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Abstract 
Fuzzy linguistic variable has been used extensively in many applications of decision making. However, most of the fuzzy 
linguistic is defined only on one side which is in positive fuzzy number. This paper aims to propose a new linguistics variable 
which considers both sides which are positive and negative fuzzy numbers. This new linguistic variable is developed in terms of 
interval type-2 fuzzy set for solving unknown interval type-2 entropy weight of interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS method. Moreover, 
a modified distance measure is performed in tandem with the new fuzzy linguistic variable. An example is used to illustrate the 
proposed method. The results show that the new method is almost consistent with the other method thereby would offers a new 
dimension to type-2 fuzzy group decision-making environment.  
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1. Introduction 
Linguistic variable is a variable whose values are not numbers but words or sentences in a natural or artificial 
language [1]. The concept of fuzzy linguistic variable is a staple of the type-1 fuzzy set theory [2-3]. It has the 
remarkable property of putting together symbols and the meaning of those symbols as proper elements of a 
compu
the syntactic or symbolic level, where the names of the wor
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working on those symbols to generate new symbols, and the semantic or meaning level, where type-1 fuzzy sets are 
introduced to give the meaning of each symbolic word. Both levels are expressed explicitly in 
of a linguistic variable given by Zadeh [1; 5; 6]. 
Various authors used linguistic variable methods naturally applied with type-1 fuzzy sets in many areas. For 
example, Cheng et al. [7] proposed a new method for evaluating weapon systems using analytical hierarchy process 
(AHP) based on linguistic variable weight. Linguistic variables also used by Doukas et al. [8] to assist policy makers 
in formulating sustainable technological energy priorities. Liu et al. [9] proposed a multi-attribute decision making 
(MADM) method in risk decision making problems where the attribute values take the form of the uncertain 
linguistic variables. Furthermore, Liu and Jin [10] developed new group decision making methods where the 
attribute values take the form of intuitionistic uncertain linguistic variables.  In another application, Doukas [11] 
explored the different linguistic representation and use it to energy policy support. Besides, linguistic variable is also 
employed to the objective weight in multi-criteria decision making (MCDM). Chen and Li [12], for example, 
proposed a new objective weighting method that employs intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) entropy measures to solve 
multiple-attribute decision-making problems in the context of linguistic intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Chen and Li [13] 
proposed an alternative objective weighting method to generate objective weights based on intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) 
entropy measures, which depend on the nature of a decision matrix in an intuitionistic fuzzy environment. Zhang 
and Yu [14] constructed a series of mathematical programming models based on cross-entropy and eventually 
transformed into a single mathematical programming model to determine the weights of attributes.  
Since Zadeh [1] introduced type-2 fuzzy sets (T2 FS), linguistic variable with type-2 fuzzy sets has been spread 
vigorously in many areas. Wu and Mendel [15], for example, proposed a vector similarity measure using interval 
type 2 fuzzy sets (IT2 FSs) for the linguistic approximation problem. Zhoua e
operator meant to aggregate the linguistic opinions or preferences of human decision making.  In solving new 
problem involving T2 FS, Mendel [17] considered set theoretic operations, centroid, uncertainty measures, 
similarity, inference engine computations, and linguistic weighted average among others. Since that, type-2 fuzzy 
linguistic variables have been continuously developed in many fields especially in decision making field. For 
examples, Chen and Lee [18] presented an interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS (IT2 FT)method to handle fuzzy multiple 
attributes group decision-making problems based on interval type-2 fuzzy sets where the weights of the attributes 
and ratings for alternatives were in interval type-2 fuzzy linguistic variables terms. Then, Ngan [19] extended the 
type-2 linguistic sets with as few postulates as possible, uniform approach for developing methodologies for 
fundamental tasks such as taking the union and intersection of and performing arithmetic operations on type-2 
linguistic numbers. Moreover, Zhang and Zhang [20] introduced the concept of trapezoidal interval type-2 fuzzy 
numbers and presented some arithmetic operations between them and expressed linguistic variables assessments by 
transforming them into numerical variables objectively. Then, proposed trapezoidal interval type-2 fuzzy soft sets. 
Linguistic variable with type-2 fuzzy set has also been applied vigorously in objective weight for multi-criteria 
decision making (MCDM). Liu et al. [21], for example, presented an interval 2-tuple linguistic VIKOR (ITL-
VIKOR) method for solving the material selection problem under uncertain and incomplete information 
environment. Liu et al. [21] also considered the subjective and objective weights of criteria simultaneously in the 
material selection process. Lazim and Adawiyah [22] proposed a new objective weight for sub-criteria in interval 
type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS. However, all these researchers on linguistic variables used positive fuzzy numbers in 
expressing meaning of symbolic word.  It seems that positive and negative numbers were never put concurrently in 
defining linguistic variables.  
and etc. [23]. 
both side turn into complementary. Besides, Zhang [24] proved that any product can have both good and/or bad 
aspects. Moreover, Zadeh [2] assumed that for every non-membership degree is equal to one minus membership 
degree and this makes the fuzzy sets complement. The concept of two sides was successfully discussed in some of 
the research papers. For example, Imran et al. [23] developed a new idea condition for conflicting bifuzzy sets by 
relaxing the condition of intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFS). Evaluation of both sides which were positive and negative 
sides in conflicting phenomena was calculated concurrently by relaxing the condition in IFS. Moreover, Nur Syibrah 
et al. [25] aimed to consider both sides; positive and negative by proposing the conflicting bifuzzy preference 
relations in group decision making by utilizing of a novel score function. In some other examples, Zamali et al. [26], 
[27], [28], and [29] p
linguistic expressions.  
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Therefore, this study was initiated by considering positive and negative aspects simultaneously in judgement 
process. The objective of this paper is to propose a new linguistic variable which considers positive and negative 
aspects in terms of IT2 FSs and apply it in computing entropy weight of IT2 FT. The developments of this paper are 
threefold. Firstly, a new linguistic variable is developed which considers positive and negative aspects for interval 
type-2 fuzzy sets (IT2 FS). Secondly, a new linguistic variable is then performed in unknown weights for interval 
type-2 entropy weight. Thirdly, a decision is made according to the method of IT2 FT. This introduction can be 
summarized in Figure 1.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Flow of the Proposed Method  
 
     This paper proceeds as follows. The basic concepts of interval type-2 fuzzy set (T2 FS) are discussed in Section 2. 
A new linguistic variable of IT2 FT is developed in Section 3.1. Full steps of IT2 FT are shown in Sub-section 3.2. 
In Section 4, numerical examples are presented to illustrate the new IT2 FT method. To demonstrate the feasibility 
and consistency of the new method, a comparison is performed in Section 4. Finally, a simple conclusion is made in 
Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
In the following, we introduce some basic concepts related to interval type-2 fuzzy sets (IT2FS), entropy weight 
and distance measure. 
 
2.1. Interval type-2 fuzzy sets 
Definition 2.1 [30] 
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Let A
~~
 be a type-2 fuzzy set in the universe of discourse X  represented by the type-2 membership function 
A
~~ . If 
all ,1~~A then A  is called an interval type-2 fuzzy sets. An interval type-2 fuzzy set A
~~
 can be regarded as a 
special case of a type-2 fuzzy set, represented as follows:  
,,1
~~
Xx Ju x
uxA                                                                                                                                    (1) 
where .1,0xJ  
 
2.2. Entropy weight  
 
Definition 2.2 [31] 
Entropy weight is a parameter that describes how much different alternatives approach one another in respect to a 
certain attribute [31]. Conversely, low information entropy is a sign of a highly organized system. In information 
theory, the entropy value can be calculated as Equation 2.2: 
n
j
jjn pppppH
1
21 ln,,,                                                                                          (2)
                
 
where, H is the level of entropy, pj is the probability of occurrence of event. 
 
Szmidt and Kacprzyk [32] proposed a new entropy method for IFS. In their paper, they proposed the IF entropy as a 
ratio of distances between the ( , )nearF F and ( , )farF F . The expression given as follows: 
( , )( )
( , )
near
SK
far
F FE F
F F
                                                              (3) 
where ( , )nearF F  is the distance from F to the nearer point nearF  among positive ideal point and negative ideal 
point, and ( , )farF F  is the distance from F to the farther point farF  among positive ideal point and negative ideal 
point. De Luca and Termini [33] have already proposed the axioms of entropy for FSs. Szmidt and Kacprzyk [32] 
then expressed IF entropy in the following definition: 
 
 
2.3. Distance Measure  
Definition 2.3 [20] 
Assume that LLLLLLUUUUUULU AHAHaaaaAHAHaaaaAAA ~,~;,,,,~,~;,,,~,~~ 214321214321  and 
LLLLLLUUUUUULU BHBHbbbbBHBHbbbbBBB ~,~;,,,,~,~;,,,~,~~ 214321214321 are two trapezoidal 
interval type-2 fuzzy numbers. Then, the distance between A~  and B~ which is denoted by BAd ~,~  can be defined 
as: 
                (4) 
 
These two definitions (Sub-section 2.1 and 2.2) are the basic concepts for developing a positive and negative 
linguistic variable in interval type-2 entropy weight. Then, the distance measures (Sub-section 2.3) under the 
concept of IT2FSs are used to measure the distance between an alternative and the ideal alternative so that we can 
rank the alternatives and select the most desirable one(s) according to the positive and negative linguistic variable in 
interval type-2 entropy weight in interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS (IT2 FT). Therefore, the development of new model 
is shown in Section 3. 
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3. The Proposed Method
This section focuses on the developing of a new positive and negative linguistic variable in Sub-section 3.1. This
new positive and negative linguistic variable in interval type-2 entropy weight and ranking values are then applied 
into the IT2 FT. The whole process is presented in Section 3.2.
3.1 Development of positive and negative linguistic variable
A linguistic data is a variable whose value is naturally language phase in dealing with too complex situation to be
described properly in conventional quantitative expressions [34]. A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are
highly competitive environment, a
comprehensive defined linguistic variable would offer some advantages and also a vital requirement in any entity.
Decision makers (DMs) usually make decisions based on incomplete sources of information and this occurs due to 
the multiple-factors involved and these factors need to be considered simultaneously in the decision making process
[28]. Imprecise sources, information ambiguity and uncertain factors are serious threats for the smooth and effective
running of any entity [29].
Based on the uncertain area, we develop a positive and negative symmetrical trapezoidal IT2FS (as shown in Figure
2) as a consequence to build a positive and negative linguistic variable under IT2FS concept. This study uses a
symmetrical trapezoidal concept for proposing this new linguistic variable.
                                                                                              UBH ~2           
LBH ~1
                                              -f   e c -d                   0                   c    d e       f
Fig. 2. Positive and negative symmetrical trapezoidal IT2FS
Let B
~~ be a positive and negative symmetrical trapezoidal IT2FS as
ULUL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
21 , where the value of  dccd ,,, and feef ,,, are the
references points of the IT2FSs B
~~ , then, LBH ~1 and
UBH ~2 denotes the second membership value in the
membership function [35].
Proposition 3.1:
The addition operation between two positive and negative symmetrical trapezoidal IT2FS
UL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
2111111111111 and
UL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
2222222222222 is defined as follows:  
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UULL
UL
UL
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Proposition 3.2: 
The substraction operation between two positive and negative symmetrical trapezoidal IT2FS 
UL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
2111111111111  and 
UL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
2222222222222  is defined as follows:    
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;,,,,,,,
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(6)
                            
Proposition 3.3: 
The multiplication operation between two positive and negative symmetrical trapezoidal IT2FS 
UL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
2111111111111  and 
UL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
2222222222222  is defined as follows:    
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211111111121
     (7)  
 
           
Proposition 3.4: 
The arithmetic operation between the positive and negative symmetrical trapezoidal IT2FS 
UL BHfeefBHdccdBBB ~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~
2111111111111 and the crisp value k is defined as follows: 
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This study u
shown as follows:  
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Table 1. The new positive and negative linguistic variable under the IT2FS concept for the ratings of attributes 
 
Linguistic Variable Positive and Negative IT2FS 
Very Low (VL) ((-0.1,-0.05,0.05,0.01;1),( -0.1,-0.05,0.05,0.01;0.9)) 
Low (L) ((-0.3,-0.1,0.1,0.3;1),( -0.3,-0.1,0.1,0.3;0.9)) 
Medium (M) ((-0.5,-0.3,0.3,0.5;1),( -0.5,-0.3,0.3,0.5;0.9)) 
High (H) ((-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;1),( -0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;0.9)) 
Very High (VH) ((-0.9,-0.7,0.7,0.9;1),( -0.9,-0.7,0.7,0.9;0.9)) 
Excellent (E) ((-1.0,-0.9,0.9,1.0;1),( -1.0,-0.9,0.9,1.0;0.9)) 
 
We test this new linguistic variable using a numerical example provided by Rouhani, et al. [36]. Further calculations 
are shown in Section 4. 
 
 
3.2. Decision-making based on the interval type-2 entropy weight 
In this section, we present a handling method for IT2 FT problems with unknown information of criteria weights for 
alternatives in six steps. In Step 2, we used the concept of interval type-2 entropy weight by Nurnadiah and Lazim 
[37]. Then, in Step 4, the distance measure is established in line with the new positive and negative linguistic 
variable in interval type-2 entropy weight under IT2 FT. Thus, the full steps are shown as follows:   
 
Step 1: Establish a decision matrix 
Establish a decision matrix where all the values are dedicated by the experts.   
 
                                j
CCC 21  
                                                                                                   (9)                      
 
where ifff ,,, 21  represents the alternative and jCCC ,,, 21  represents the criteria. Each entries value 
considered as IT2FSs values, which denoted as ijf
~~
. Then, 
U
ijijijijij
L
ijijijijij
U
ij
L
ijijij BHfeefBHdccdBBBf
~;,,,,~;,,,~,~
~~~~
21 . 
   
Step 2: Calculate the entropy-based objective weighting 
In the information about weight jw
~~  of the criterion njC j ,.2,1  is completely unknown, we can establish an 
exact model of entropy weight for determining the criteria weight:  
 
In this step, entropy-based objective weighting method is used.  In order to determine the objective weights by the 
ijii
j
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1
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entropy measures, the decision matrix need to be normalized for each criterion njC j ,,2,1  to obtain the 
projection value for each criterion ijp
~~ . 
 
                                                                  
                                                                                     (10) 
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then, Uij
L
ijij sss
~,~
~~
                                                                                                     
 
After normalizing the decision matrix, calculate the entropy values je
~~  as 
U
n
j
ijij
L
n
j
ijij
U
ij
L
ijij ppkppkeee
11
~ln~,~ln~~,~
~~                                                           (13) 
k  is a constant, let 1))(ln(mk .  
 
Then, the degree of divergence jd
~~
 of the intrinsic information of each criterion njC j ,,2,1  may be calculated 
as  
 
U
ij
L
ij
U
ij
L
ijij eeddd ~1,~1
~
,
~~~
                                                                                                 (14) 
 
The value jd
~~  represents the inherent contrast intensity of jC . The higher the jd
~~  is, the more important the 
criterion jC  is for the problem. Then, the objective weight for each criterion can be calculated. 
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Step 3: Weighted decision matrix 
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Construct the weighted decision matrix ,wY  
                               jxxx 21  
i
nmijijw
f
f
f
vY 2
1
~~ ,
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
21
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11211
ijii
j
j
vvv
vvv
vvv
                                                                                                  (16) 
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L
ijij vvv
~,~
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L
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~~~
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U
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U
ij fwv
~~~ , ,1 mi and .1 nj       
 
Step 4:  Calculate the distance measure 
Calculate the new distance measures using the n-dimensional Euclidean distance. The separation of each alternative 
from the ideal solution is given as 
.,...,1
,
~~~~~~~~~~~~
1,
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1
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2
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Similarly, the separation from the negative-ideal solution is given as 
.,...,1
,
~~~~~~~~~~~~
1,
2
1,
1
1,
2
1,
2
1,
1
1,
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fHfHvvfHfHvvD
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L
ij
n
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(3.13b) 
 
Step 5: Relative closeness  
Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution. The relative closeness of the alternative if  is defined as  
 .1,
*
nj
DD
D
P
jj
j
j                                          (18) 
Step 6: Rank the values 
Sort the values of jP  in a descending sequence, where nj1 . The larger the value of jP , the higher the 
preference of the alternatives if , where ni1 . 
 
In this IT2 FT framework, we introduced a new positive and negative linguistic variable in terms of IT2FSs. This 
new linguistic variable is applied into the IT2 fuzzy entropy weight to capture the completely unknown information 
about criteria weights.  
 
4. An Illustrative Example 
 
This section offers an example of business intelligence for enterprise system retrieved from Rouhani, et al. [36]. The 
five enterprise systems were ES I, ES II, ES III, ES IV and ES V. Thirty four criteria were identified and named as 
C1, C2, . . ., C34. Preference scales in Table 1 have been used for evaluation of alternatives. Interval type-2 entropy 
weight is used for the evaluation of weights.  The objective is to decide the best enterprise systems which satisfies 
C1, C2, . . ., C34. 
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Based on Matrix 3.6, we can construct the decision matrices of C1 and C2, respectively, where 
C1 
ES I=((-0.1,-0.05,0.05,0.1;1),(-0.1,-0.05,0.05,0.1;0.9))          ES II =((-0.3,-0.1,0.1,0.3;1),(-0.3,0.1,0.1,0.3;0.9)) 
ES III=((-0.5,-0.3,0.3,0.5;1),(-0.5,-0.3,0.3,0.5;0.9))           ES IV =((-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;1),(-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;0.9)) 
ES V =((-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;1),(-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;0.9)) 
 
C2 
ES I=((-0.1,-0.05,0.05,0.01;1),(-0.1,-0.05,0.05,0.01;0.9))      ES II =((-0.5,-0.3,0.3,0.5;1),(-0.5,-0.3,0.3,0.5;0.9)) 
ES III=((-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;1),(-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;0.9))           ES IV =((-0.9,-0.7,0.7,0.9;1),(-0.9,-0.7,0.7,0.9;0.9)) 
ES V =((-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;1),(-0.7,-0.5,0.5,0.7;0.9)) 
 
By applying Equation 3.11, interval type-2 entropy weight for determining each criterion weight 4,3,2,1jw j  are 
1
~~w  = 0.31, 2
~~w  = 0.35, 3
~~w  = 0.32 and 4
~~w  = 0.16, 5
~~w  = 0.27, 6
~~w  = 0.11, 7
~~w  = 1.02, 8
~~w  = 0.95, 9
~~w  = 0.32, 10
~~w  = 
0.29, 11
~~w  = 0.20 and 12
~~w  = 0.99, 13
~~w  = 0.72, 14
~~w  = 0.09, 15
~~w  = 0.08, 16
~~w  = 0.22, 17
~~w  = 0.26, 18
~~w  = 0.91, 19
~~w  
= 0.99, 20
~~w  = 0.12, 21
~~w  = 0.12, 22
~~w  = 0.13, 23
~~w  = 0.30, 24
~~w  = 0.68, 25
~~w  = 1.18, 26
~~w  = 1.01, 27
~~w  = 1.20, 28
~~w  
= 0.68, 29
~~w  = 0.26, 30
~~w  = 0.19, 31
~~w  = 0.13, 32
~~w  = 0.39, 33
~~w  = 0.41 and 34
~~w  = 0.57, respectively. 
 
Next, the weighted decision matrix is constructed using Equation 3.12. Thus, the weighted decision matrix for C1 
and C2 can be expressed as follows: 
 
C1 
ES I=((-0.03,-0.02,0.02,0.03;1),( -0.03,-0.02,0.02,0.03;0.9))  
ES II =((-0.09,-0.03,0.03,0.09;1),( -0.09,-0.03,0.03,0.09;0.9)) 
ES III=((-0.16,-0.09,0.09,0.16;1),( -0.16,-0.09,0.09,0.16;0.9))  
ES IV =((-0.22,-0.16,0.16,0.22;1),( -0.22,-0.16,0.16,0.22;0.9)) 
ES V =((-0.22,-0.16,0.16,0.22;1),( -0.22,-0.16,0.16,0.22;0.9)) 
 
C2 
ES I=((-0.03,-0.02,0.03,0.02;1),( -0.03,-0.02,0.03,0.02;0.9))  
ES II =((-0.17,-0.10,0.17,0.10;1),( -0.17,-0.10,0.17,0.10;0.9)) 
ES III=((-0.24,-0.17,0.17,0.24;1),( -0.24,-0.17,0.17,0.24;0.9))  
ES IV =((-0.31,-0.24,0.24,0.31;1),( -0.31,-0.24,0.24,0.31;0.9)) 
ES V =((-0.24,-0.17,0.17,0.24;1),( -0.24,-0.17,0.17,0.24;0.9)) 
 
By Equation 3.14, we can compute the results for evaluating car selection as follows: 
ES I= 0.3522 ES II= 0.3514 ES III= 0.3416 ES IV= 0.3586 ES V= 0.3470 
 
Therefore, the ranking order of all the alternatives is ES IV > ES I > ES II > ES V > ES III. Thus, we can see that 
the alternative ES IV is the best choice. The ranking order obtained by Rouhani, et al. [31] is ES IV > ES V > ES I > 
ES II > ES III.  It is better to note that; the ranking of all five enterprise systems is similar to the Rouhani, et al. 
method proposed by Rouhani, et al. [36]. The minor inconsistency occurs, perhaps due to the effect of the positive 
and negative numbers in defining linguistic variables. Here, we can conclude that, the proposed method is more 
-2 fuzzy sets rather than type-1 fuzzy sets. It 
refers to the statement from Saikat and Jaya [38], where fuzzy set (FS) or usually known as type-1 fuzzy set (T1FS) 
has found not be able to handle all kinds of uncertainties appearing in real life problem domain. Based on Zadeh [1], 
type-2 fuzzy set (T2FS) concepts are more reliable to handle all the uncertainties.  
 
5. Conclusions 
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Fuzzy linguistic variable delineate a useful tool in expressing decision makings evaluations over alternatives. In this 
paper we have critically introduced a new linguistic variable that considers positive and negative in IT2FS concept. 
This new linguistic variables were successfully applied into the interval type-2 entropy weight. The interval type-2 
entropy weight was employed as one of the important steps in interval type-2 fuzzy TOPSIS.  Moreover, a distance 
measure for aggregation process was modified in tandem with the new linguistic variable. In order to check the 
feasibility of the new method, an illustrative example from Rouhani, et al. [36] was tested.  The efficiency of using 
new method was proven with a straight forward computation in illustrative example. This approach is seen to 
provide a new perspective in fuzzy type-2 decision making environment. They offer a practical, effective and low 
risk computation to produce a comprehensive judgment.  This research can further be extended by considering the 
effect of non-symmetrical interval triangular and trapezoidal type-2 fuzzy sets to decision making.  
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